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Laura: “Steel, a new play which asks the question, “what’s changed for women in politics over the 

last three decades and what still must?” is at Sheffield Theatres this September. The writer, Chris 

Bush, who I’m here with now, has her roots firmly planted in Sheffield and returns to the Crucible 

with this witty look at politics, gender and power.  

 

Hi Chris, thanks so much for chatting to us. First off, would you mind introducing yourself and telling 

us a bit about you?” 

 

Chris: “Yes! Hello, I am Chris Bush. I am a playwright, lyricist and theatre-maker born in Sheffield. I 

wrote my first play when I was 13, at an obnoxiously young age, and have been... writing theatre 

ever since really.” 

 

Laura: “So going back to Steel. In your words, what would you say Steel is all about?” 

 

Chris: “Steel is... At its heart, it’s about women in politics – specifically women in the Labour Party. 

Looking, really, at what has changed, where progress has been made and where we very much still 

have work to do. Labour is still so undeniably the party of women, the party for women, when you 

look at the changes that have been made during Labour years in power. And yet, how can it be that 

we’ve never had a female Labour leader other than for very short interim periods? And yet we’re on 

our second female, Tory Prime Minister. And also, I was really interested in looking at, the sort of, 

conflicts between local and national governments. What does it mean to be a, sort of, very strong 

Labour city against a Tory central government –“ 

 

Laura: “– and the relationship between... There’s four characters isn’t there? There’s, um, Josie & 

Dai and Vanessa & Ian. And that relationship is really interesting as well. Would you like to speak a 

little bit more about that?” 

 

Chris: “Yeah, absolutely! So we have a... we have a split timeline. We follow two election campaigns. 

One in 1988, which is just the next round of local council elections, and then in 2018 which are the 

directly elected mayors – the metro mayoral elections. We have our brilliant cast of two playing 

separate characters in each timeline, and through that you really get to see that idea of what’s 

changed and what hasn’t. Where were we thirty years ago? Does it really feel like we’ve made a 

healthy degree of progress - or as much progress as we need to? Are we still having the same 

frustrations? I very much hope, you know, if you have absolutely no knowledge of Labour Party 

politics this is still very much a piece for you. Because, fundamentally, it’s about: human 
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relationships, partially about gendered relationships, how we interact with each other, how we treat 

each other, how attitudes have shifted and changed. So, yeah, hopefully it is a really, really human 

story.” 

 

Laura: “Steel is set in a city like Sheffield, and you’ve previously written stories based in and around 

Sheffield. What is it about stories from this city that you think people love so much?“ 

 

Chris: “I think there’s something... really powerful about seeing an element of yourself on the stage. 

Seeing , uh, a world in which you recognise. And I think local stories is just one way of doing it. It’s by 

no means essential – I think you can see a play that’s set on the moon or a hundred years in the past 

and still really feel that sense of connection - if you have a link to the character. But I think there is 

something in seeing a recognisable landscape. Especially when, I think, sometimes people still think 

of theatre as being a bit of an elitist medium or not really knowing that it’s something that, sort of, 

belongs to them. I hate terms like, kind of, ‘ordinary people’s stories’ because these people aren’t 

ordinary, you know. But stories that feel somehow connected to a real, lived experience feels really 

powerful.” 

 

Laura: “No, I’d have to agree. Yeah, totally. What inspired you to write this story? Was it something 

you heard or something you saw that made you think ‘Yep, this story needs has to be told!’” 

 

Chris: “I think... Yeah I mean, the very early trigger was definitely looking at the metro mayoral 

elections which were happening all over the country. Initially in 2017, then of course the Sheffield 

City Region got delayed and so ended up happening earlier this year. And really sort of, interested in 

this idea of devolution. And what does local government mean? What does it represent? So that was 

the sort of starting point and I think, at the point of which you start to put together a project, always 

kind of thinking along terms of why here? And why now? And why is this a story to tell in Sheffield in 

2018? And so there was something topical in going ‘well these things are going on right now. That 

feels relevant’. But beyond that, at the heart of it, is definitely the idea of ‘what does it mean to be a 

woman in politics?’ What does it mean to be a woman in the public eye in any kind of forum, really? 

You know, and just being held to a completely different set of standards, and expectations, and 

judgements than their male counterparts. That felt something that’s, sort of, always going to be 

relevant. Sort of depressingly relevant! Obviously there has been change, there have been vast 

improvements. And yeah, that can be acknowledged, that can be celebrated, kind of. But almost, 

like, tentatively. Kind of celebrated to a degree because there is still... you know... still a mountain to 

climb.” 

 

Laura: “Thanks again so much for talking with us. It’s been an absolute pleasure.” 

 

Chris: “No problem! Thanks a lot.” 

 

Laura: “You can catch Steel at the Sheffield Theatres’ Studio Theatre until Saturday 6th October.  

Thanks for listening.”   

- END OF INTERVIEW - 

 

To book your tickets for Steel, please visit sheffieldtheatres.co.uk 
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